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Introduction 

 

IETeGUI is a powerful extension to the Gen GUI runtime that enables you to easily 
and rapidly: 

• Enhance list boxes to include bitmaps, resizeable columns and much more 

• Implement Resizeable windows and dialog boxes that allows automatic 
moving / resizing of controls 

• Provide Tab Controls without needing a custom OCX control 

• Use Action Diagram functions to provide right-mouse click menus and 
advanced message box handling 

 

Resizable Windows 

When a standard Gen window is resized, the window size increases but the controls on the window remain 

unaltered unless you code the necessary logic in the action diagram to resize / move them.  

With IETeGUI, when a window or dialog box is resized, it will automatically resize or move control(s) when 

the window is resized so that the user can benefit from the larger window size. Using the IETeGUI Editor, you 

can specify which controls are resized (i.e. List Boxes) and which controls move (i.e. fields, push buttons and 

literals). 
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List Boxes 

IETeGUI substantially improves standard Gen list boxes. 

The list boxes are standard Gen list boxes, enhanced with the IETeGUI runtime, and therefore existing 

events, MAKE statements, list box processing, and other Gen functions like edit patterns remain in place! 

Unlike using OCX controls, enhancing the Gen list boxes with IETeGUI requires NO CODING - simply use the 

Editor or manually create a NOTE statement. 

Here is a sample of the features available: 

Resizable columns: The mouse is used to 
resize column widths. 

 
Built-in sort functionality: Simply click on 
one or more columns to sort ascending or 
descending. 
 
Arrange Columns: Users can choose which 
columns to display and the sequence they 
appear in. 

 

Display Bitmaps. Bitmaps can be displayed 
in the list box cells, either with the data or 
replacing the data. 

 
Tree Views: IETeGUI supports a very 
powerful yet simple approach to creating 
tree views. 

 
Arrange Columns: Users can choose which 
columns to display and the sequence they 
appear in. 
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Tab Controls 

IETeGUI allows you to easily create tab-style windows with a Gen GUI without needing an OCX.  

Each 'tab' is actually a separate client procedure step with standard push buttons placed where you want the 

tabs. IETeGUI then converts the buttons into a tab style and draws the tab border. It can also place bitmaps 

on the buttons and supports both horizontal and vertical style tabs. IETeGUI also automatically handles the 

sizing and positioning of each separate 'tab' window so that you do not need to add in any additional code to 

the client procedure step apart from a USE of standard IETeGUI functions. 

The example below is taken from GuardIEn, which is also a Gen developed application.  
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Benefits 

 

 

Better user experience 

 

List boxes consistent with Windows standards 

 

Use of bitmaps and enhanced visualisation controls improve data readability 

 

Standard behaviour across all applications 

 

Provide standard Print, Copy & Save As functions for all of your list boxes 

 

Window and Dialog Box resizing with automatic resizing of list boxes and moving of 
selected controls 

 

Very little effort required to convert an application to using IETeGUI 

 


